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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
January 2019 marked the end of a difficult effort to negotiate and adopt a plan to implement
within Arizona the Drought Contingency Plan (DCP), which was designed to reduce the risk
of critical shortage on the Colorado River. On January 31, 2019, Governor Ducey signed
into law legislation authorizing the Director of the Arizona Department of Water Resources
(ADWR) to sign the DCP agreements and legislation implementing the DCP in Arizona. Along
with that legislative package, Governor Ducey issued an Executive Order establishing the
Governor’s Water Augmentation, Innovation, and Conservation Council (Council). The
Council, and Arizona’s water community, quickly turned attention to the state’s many other
water management issues, including the increasing pressures on limited groundwater
supplies outside the regulated areas, the completion of the Fourth Management Plans,
the general stream adjudication, and water supply physical availability issues in the Pinal
Active Management Area.
The Council held its first meeting in March 2019. Since then, the Council has become
part of Arizona’s water community and process. The Council and its committees provide
a means for engagement and input into water strategy and policy for the spectrum of
water stakeholders across the state. Significantly, legislators participate not only at the
Council level, but in the committees as well, discussing issues and potential solutions with
stakeholders.
The Council and its work would not be possible without the participation of the stakeholders.
Council and committee members have invested considerable time, energy, expertise, and
staff resources to support the effort over the course of the past year, and it has yielded
results.
The Council made notable progress in its inaugural year. The Long-Term Water
Augmentation Committee published the report entitled Long-Term Water Augmentation
Options for Arizona, which identified potential augmentation strategies appropriate for
each of Arizona’s 22 planning areas. The Council also formed two new committees—the
Post-2025 Active Management Areas Committee and the Non-Active Management Area
Groundwater Committee. Both committees are tasked with identifying groundwater
management challenges and developing potential solutions and recommendations for
those challenges. Although they share the same charge, the committees are distinct, and
each will have its own process and unique outcomes.
Committee meetings were suspended due to the COVID-19 outbreak shortly after
the Council met in March 2020. Despite this, the work of the Council and committees
continued. The chairs and staff to the Post-2025 AMAs Committee drafted and began
refining several issue briefs with initial input from committee members during this time.
ADWR staff drafted the Council’s annual report and circulated the draft to the Council for
review. ADWR staff have worked to quickly adapt the large stakeholder meetings to a fully
“virtual” environment and will continue to refine and improve the process as experience
and feedback are gained. After a brief hiatus, the committees are reconvening as the
Council’s next year commences.
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“Sustainable water supplies are essential to the economic vitality and quality of life
for Arizona and its citizens. The proactive measures taken by the State of Arizona
have resulted in a current state of resiliency with respect to its water supplies...
it is important for the work of the Governor’s Water Initiative to be continued and
expanded upon through creation of a new Council with a long-term focus on water
augmentation, innovation and conservation.” (Executive Order 2019-02)

BACKGROUND
The Governor’s Water Augmentation, Innovation, and Conservation Council (Council)
was established by Executive Order 2019-02 on January 31, 2019, concurrent with the
historic signing of the legislation ratifying the Drought Contingency Plan (DCP) and
legislation implementing the DCP in Arizona. The new executive order superseded
and rescinded Executive Order 2015-13, which established the Governor’s Water
Augmentation Council under the Arizona Water Initiative. In recognition of the fact
that there is more work yet to be done to address Arizona’s water issues beyond
the immediate issues on the Colorado River, the Council expands on the foundation
laid by the former Council.
“We aren’t going to wait 40 years to begin the process for Arizona’s next big step to
secure our water future. We’re going to continue building upon the great work we have
done this year, so Arizona remains a leader in water management and conservation.”
– Governor Doug Ducey, on the Governor’s Water Augmentation, Innovation, and Conservation Council

The Council is a forum for discussion of water issues. It brings together a diverse
group of stakeholders from across the state to raise, analyze, discuss, and vet what
are often difficult and complex issues, as directed by the Governor, in order to
ensure a sustainable water future. In doing so, it builds greater understanding of
the water resource challenges and the potential solutions to those challenges, as
well as a greater understanding and appreciation among the stakeholders, elected
leaders, and government agencies of one another’s perspectives on these issues.
The Council continues the legacy of cooperative long-term strategic water planning
in Arizona. Through the Council and its committees, stakeholders across the wateruse sectors – including members of the public, industry, non-profits, academia,
and policymakers – are encouraged to confront difficult issues and to work
collaboratively to identify and develop solutions to challenges faced by water users
throughout the state.
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COUNCIL ROLE
The Council is tasked with:
identifying and recommending opportunities for water augmentation,
innovation, and conservation
assessing long-term impacts of conservation projects funded with monies
from the Groundwater Conservation Fund and reporting on those impacts
considering a communication plan for the State to convey the status of its
water supply resiliency and its efforts to maintain that status moving forward

preparing and submitting an annual report that describes the Council’s
activities and recommendations
The Council is also charged with providing guidance to the Director of the
Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) on issues upon the Director’s
request.

COUNCIL COMPOSITION
As with the Governor’s Water Augmentation Council, the Council consists of
individuals appointed by the Governor who serve at the pleasure of the Governor.
In addition, in order to enable the discussions that need to occur among diverse
stakeholders and legislators to achieve good policy outcomes, membership
of the Council was expanded to include the Speaker of the Arizona House of
Representatives, the President of the Senate, the House Minority Leader and the
Senate Minority Leader, or their legislative designees. These members of the
Arizona State Legislature and other elected leaders representing local, county,
and tribal governments from across the state have been supportive and active
participants in the Council and its committees.
Most of those who participated in the former Council were retained as members,
and several additional members were appointed to the new Council, in addition to
legislators. There are currently 43 members of the Council.
The Director of ADWR serves as the Chair of the Council.
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COMMITTEES
Pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order, the Council may form additional
working groups, or committees. The Council’s committees, where much of the work
of the Council is accomplished, includes Council members as well as non-Council
members. Participation in the committee meetings is open to the public and there
is no formal membership. ADWR has provided the opportunity to participate
in committee meetings online, in addition to in person, to enable participation
from stakeholders across the state. Meeting agendas, materials, presentations,
recordings, and summaries are posted to the Council page on the ADWR website.
The committees work to identify and discuss issues and to develop, evaluate, and
prioritize recommendations for the Council to consider.
The committees have occasionally formed subcommittees as technical workgroups to
perform specific tasks to assist or inform the committee’s efforts.
Committee chairs report on the activities of their respective committees at each of the
Council’s meetings, receiving feedback and direction from the Council. Details of the
committee activities are provided later in this report.
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COUNCIL ACTIVITIES
MEETINGS
The Council meets quarterly. ADWR has provided the opportunity for the public
to attend Council meetings either online or in person to enable attendance
from stakeholders across the state. Meeting agendas, materials, presentations,
recordings, and summaries are posted to the Council page on the ADWR website.
MEETING TOPICS

M
S EETING DATES

March 8, 2019

•
•
•
•
•

June 13, 2019

•
•

Welcome, introductions, opening remarks
Council transition
New topics for Council consideration
Augmentation and Conservation Assistance Fund
Update on M36 Water Loss Technical Assistance Program Pilot
Phase II
AMA Management Plans
Discussion of new committees/working groups

September 12, 2019

•
•
•

Long-Term Water Augmentation Options for Arizona report
Adjudications reform update, Kyl Center for Water Policy
AMA Management Plans

December 3, 2019

•
•
•

Pinal AMA Assured Water Supply physical availability issues
Overview of safe-yield in the AMAs
AMA Management Plans

March 13, 2020

•
•
•

Tribal water rights and settlements
Annual report: outline & schedule
Communicating resiliency: objectives & strategies

ACTIVITIES
This first Annual Report of the Governor’s Water Augmentation, Innovation, and
Conservation Council addresses the period from the Council’s establishment by
Executive Order on January 31, 2019, through June 30, 2020.
At the inaugural Council meeting on March 8, 2019, the Council affirmed
the need to continue the Desalination Committee and the Long-Term Water
Augmentation Committee, both established and active under the former
Council.
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The Council established two new committees at the June 13, 2019 meeting.
The Post-2025 Active Management Areas Committee is focused on identifying
challenges within Arizona’s Active Management Areas (AMAs) and generating
strategies and solutions beyond 2025. The Non-Active Management Area
Groundwater Committee was formed to address groundwater issues outside
the AMAs. (More information is in the Committees of the Council section below.)
Phase II of Arizona’s M36 Water Loss Control Technical Assistance Program
(TAP) pilot was completed and the final program report was presented to the
Council. Both Phase I and II of the program pilot were initiated under the
recommendation of the former Council. Small and medium sized utilities
across the state were trained in the M36 methodology, how it is applied,
and how water audit data may be used to assess and improve water loss
performance at the utility level.
With funding from ADWR’s Water Management Assistance Program, the Arizona
Municipal Water Users Association (AMWUA) is currently implementing a TAP
pilot focused on large utilities. Lessons learned from the AMWUA pilot will
aid in developing potential future water loss control programming.
The report entitled Long-Term Water Augmentation Options for Arizona was
published and presented to the Council in August 2019. It is the product
of a year-long stakeholder process undertaken by the Council’s Long-Term
Water Augmentation Committee that evaluated the state’s 22 planning areas
to identify potential augmentation strategies appropriate to each planning
area. (More details are in the Committees of the Council section below.)
At Chairman Buschatzke’s request, the Council provided feedback regarding
two potential options to complete the remaining Fourth Management Plans
for the Phoenix, Pinal, and Santa Cruz AMAs. The timeline to completion
would be the same for either option. The first option would include proposed
incremental increases in conservation requirements, while the second option
would essentially maintain the status quo of the Third Management Plans.
Council members commented largely in support of the first option, which the
Director implemented.
ADWR staff presented an overview of the Department’s communications
strategies and impacts, including communicating the state’s water supply
resiliency and its efforts to maintain that status moving forward. The Council
commended the work to date. It was suggested that there could be future
discussion by the Council of how to expand those efforts.

The Council was informed regarding ADWR’s ongoing work to complete and
promulgate the Fourth Management Plans and to develop the Fifth Management
Plans. The Council was apprised of the Pinal AMA Assured Water Supply physical
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availability issues and the stakeholder process that was beginning. The Council
requested and was provided information on the general stream adjudications and
the progress toward safe-yield in the AMAs, as well as the challenges of analyzing
that progress. They also requested the opportunity to address tribal water rights
settlements. This began with a background presentation at the March 13, 2020
meeting and will continue with a process that allows both tribal and non-tribal
perspectives to be shared at upcoming meetings.
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COMMITTEES OF THE COUNCIL
Four working groups, or committees, have been created by the Council to address
specific issues or challenge areas.

LONG-TERM WATER AUGMENTATION COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN: WADE NOBLE

PURPOSE
The purpose of the Long-Term Water Augmentation Committee is to identify and
explore methods of augmenting water supplies in Arizona.
ACTIVITIES
Completed and published the Long-Term Water Augmentation Options for
Arizona report
Investigating three additional augmentation strategies
Formed the Water Storage Sites Criteria Subcommittee

The release of the committee’s
report entitled Long-Term Water
Augmentation Options for Arizona in
August 2019 was the culmination
of a year-long stakeholder process
in
consultation
with
Carollo
Engineers that evaluated the
state’s 22 planning areas to identify
potential augmentation strategies
appropriate to each planning area.
The result is an augmentation
planning toolbox for the state’s
communities. It presents a suite
of potential options tailored to
each planning area that local
communities can use as a starting
point as they consider solutions
that could fit the unique challenges
and opportunities within that
planning area. A table showing
which augmentation options might
be viable for each planning area
is available as a first-step guide in
their decision-making processes.
Additionally,
the
committee
developed fact sheets for each
12
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Arizona’s 22 Water Planning Areas

augmentation option that provide information regarding such elements as cost
per acre-foot, permitting requirements, adaptability, planning areas that would
benefit from the options, and timeframe. These fact sheets are an additional tool
to assist water planners in comparing the augmentation options.
The potential augmentation options outlined in the report are not requirements or
specific recommendations; they are suggestions and ideas. Choosing, developing,
and funding augmentation or best practices is entirely up to the water community
planners in each planning area.
The full report was presented to the Council for review and approval at its September
12, 2019 meeting.
The report is posted on the Council webpage under the Long-Term Water
Augmentation Committee documents at:
https://new.azwater.gov/sites/default/files/Long-Term%20Water%20Augmentation%20Options%20final.pdf

The study was funded by ADWR and a grant from the Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Department of the Interior

The committee continues to consider,
investigate, evaluate, and potentially
develop
additional
options
for
augmentation. It is currently investigating
the potential water augmentation
benefits that weather modification,
phreatophyte management and forest/
grassland management may provide to
applicable areas.
In January 2020, a technical working
group,
the
Water
Storage
Sites
Criteria Subcommittee, was formed to
recommend site selection criteria for
the revision of the 2017 report entitled
Potential Water Storage Sites on State Trust
Land. The 2017 report was required by
SB 1399, which directed the State Land
Commissioner and the Director of ADWR
to work together to develop a report
that identifies the six most potentially
acceptable water storage sites on State
Trust land. HB 2592, introduced in the
2020 legislative session, would have
required an additional such report from
the State Land Commissioner and the
Director of ADWR by December 31, 2020. This would have formalized direction
to complete a revised report. Based on selection criteria recommended by the
subcommittee, the number of potential sites on State Trust land may be expanded
in an updated report.
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MEETING TOPICS

MEETING DATES
•
April 16, 2019

•
•
•

June 25, 2019

•

•
•

Review of draft report: Long-Term Water Augmentation Options for
Arizona
Review augmentation options applied to planning areas
Review augmentation options fact sheets
Final review and approval of Long-Term Water Augmentation Options for
Arizona study and report
Discussion of updating the 2017 Potential Water Storage Sites on State
Trust Land report
Review and discussion of hydrological methodology used in the 2017
Potential Water Storage Sites on State Trust Land report
Formation of subcommittee to recommend site selection criteria for
potential water storage sites report
Identification of additional augmentation options — forest/ grassland
management, weather modification, phreatophyte management,
underground water storage sites — and strategy for how to
investigate

January 8, 2020

•

January 24, 2020

Water Storage Sites Criteria Subcommittee
•
Discussion of scope and approach
•
Discussion of site selection criteria
•

May 22, 2020

June 10, 2020

Potential water augmentation methods for consideration
• Weather modification
• Forest/grassland management
• Phreatophyte management

Water Storage Sites Criteria Subcommittee
•
Recap and clarification of task
•
Review initial 331 underground sites
•
Discuss potential criteria

Council and committee agendas, materials, presentations, recordings, and
summaries can be viewed on the Council’s page on the ADWR website at azwater.
gov/gwaicc.

DESALINATION COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN: PHILIP RICHARDS

PURPOSE
The Desalination Committee was originally established under the Governor’s
Water Augmentation Council to evaluate the feasibility of developing additional
desalination projects to augment water supplies in Arizona.

14
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OUTCOMES
Established the Regulatory & Legal Subcommittee
Brine Disposal Permitting Requirements: A Brief Overview (ADWR)
Evaluation of Potential Impacts of Operating the Yuma Desalting Plant on 2020
Colorado River Operations and Resulting Water Supply Impacts to CAWCD (CAP)

Under the Council, the committee continues to work to evaluate and overcome
barriers to desalination projects and identify opportunities to assist in developing
potential projects. The committee created the Desalination Regulatory & Legal
Subcommittee as a technical working group to identify and further examine issues
in selected areas.
During the past year, the committee has largely focused on the exploration and
discussion of the challenges and opportunities involved in the desalination and use
of brackish groundwater. At the request of the committee, ADWR staff, with the
assistance of the staff from the Department of Environmental Quality, prepared a
brief overview of permitting requirements for brine waste disposal for stakeholders.
The committee is also considering information on the Yuma Desalting Plant (YDP)
and the benefits to central Arizona’s Colorado River supply from operation of the
plant. CAP staff evaluated the potential impacts of operating the YDP on 2020
Colorado River operations and the water supply impacts to CAWCD and provided a
presentation and a technical memo to the committee.
Arizona is exploring opportunities for joint collaborative ocean desalination
projects that would increase delivery or exchange of Colorado River water through
the Binational Desalination Work Group. The Binational Desalination Work Group
is scheduled to complete a study of desalination opportunities in the Sea of Cortez
in 2020. The committee recommends an update to the Council once the report is
released.

M EE EE TT II N
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MEETING DATES
June 28, 2019

August 22, 2019

•

•
•
•

Overview of potential sites identified for desalination projects and their
associated challenges
Historical information on the Yuma Desalting Plant
ADEQ primacy assumption for deep well injection of brine
Follow-up questions related to the Buckeye Waterlogged Area
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MEETING TOPICS

M
MEEEETTIIN
NGG DDAATTEESS

October 10, 2019

January 16, 2020

•
•

Overview of the Kay Bailey Hutchison Desalination Plant in El Paso
Evaluation of potential impacts of operating the Yuma Desalting Plant
on 2020 Colorado River operations and resulting water supply impacts
to CAWCD

•
•

Update from the Desalination Regulatory & Legal Subcommittee
Evaluation of potential impacts of operating the Yuma Desalting Plant
on 2020 Colorado River operations and resulting water supply impacts
to CAWCD
Discussion of future direction & topics

•

Council and committee agendas, materials, presentations, recordings, and summaries
can be viewed on the Council’s page on the ADWR website at azwater.gov/gwaicc.

POST-2025 AMAs COMMITTEE
CO-CHAIRS: WARREN TENNEY & TIM THOMURE

PURPOSE
The Post-2025 Active Management Areas Committee is focused on identifying
challenges within Arizona’s Active Management Areas (AMAs) and generating
strategies and solutions beyond 2025.
OUTCOMES
Groundwater Demands, Incidental Recharge & Artificial Replenishment Dashboard
(ADWR)
Draft issue briefs:
unreplenished groundwater pumping
exempt wells
hydrologic disconnect

The Post-2025 AMAs Committee was established by consensus at the June 13, 2019
Council meeting at the recommendation of Chairman Buschatzke.
Arizona’s Groundwater Management Act (Act) provides a framework to reduce
reliance on groundwater over the course of a series of five management periods
from 1980 through 2025. Management plans, intended to correspond to the
management periods, are required for each AMA. The plans must include
progressively more rigorous conservation requirements designed to achieve
reductions in groundwater withdrawals and assist in reaching the management
16
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goals of the AMAs. The final management period ends in 2025. Although the Act, its
requirements, and the conservation requirements adopted in the Fifth Management
Plans remain in place beyond 2025, the Act does not describe what next steps might
be taken if the management goals are not met; this is the committee’s task.
The committee began the work of identifying challenges facing water management
in the AMAs in October of 2019, and it will continue the process of issue identification
and analysis throughout 2020. The committee plans to have a consensus-based list
of issues, each described in an Issue Brief, to bring to the Council for consideration
and discussion no later than the December 2020 Council meeting. In 2021, work
will begin to develop solutions and strategies to address the agreed upon issues.

MEETING TOPICS

MEETING DATES

October 10, 2019

•
•

Discussion of successes in the Active Management Areas
Identification of challenges

December 9, 2019

•

Categorizing and prioritization of initial issues

•

Began discussion of issues
• Unreplenished groundwater pumping
• Exempt wells
• Hydrologic disconnect between recharge & recovery and
pumping & replenishment

•

Development of issue briefs
• Hydrologic disconnect between recharge & recovery and
pumping and replenishment
• Exempt wells
• Unreplenished groundwater withdrawals
Updated list of identified issues

February 13, 2020

May 26, 2020
•

Council and committee agendas, materials, presentations, recordings, and
summaries can be viewed on the Council’s page on the ADWR website at azwater.
gov/gwaicc.

NON-AMA GROUNDWATER COMMITTEE
CO-CHAIRS: REPRESENTATIVE GAIL GRIFFIN & JAMIE KELLEY

PURPOSE
The Non-AMA Groundwater Committee was established to address groundwater
issues outside of Active Management Areas.
Annual Report 2020
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ACTIVITIES
Development, refinement, and prioritization of discussion topics
Presentation and discussion regarding the status of groundwater in Arizona
Presentation and discussion regarding available data, sufficiency, gaps

The Non-AMA Groundwater Committee was established by consensus at the June 13,
2019 Council meeting at the recommendation of Chairman Buschatzke.
As a starting point for discussion, the committee co-chairs drafted proposed goals and
objectives for the committee. The proposed goals and objectives were deliberated by
the participants in attendance at the inaugural meeting of the committee on July 23,
2019 and then refined to read as follows:
To achieve a baseline understanding of Arizona groundwater in non-Active
Management Areas
To identify and develop voluntary alternatives to address groundwater issues by
planning area while protecting individual property rights
To make recommendations to the full Council for best management practices at
the local level
[To have] Further discussion and recommendations of issues that may be brought
forward

Committee participants also identified issues and concerns relating to groundwater
use as topics for discussion. The Council provided input into the list of topics at the
September 12, 2019 meeting, noting that discussion of these topics is an important
opportunity for better understanding of the issues and stakeholder perspectives
and does not predispose any outcomes. As of this report, the committee has no
consensus on these issues.
The committee has tentatively narrowed the list to the following four categories of
topics and issues for further discussion by the committee:
I.

Groundwater management strategies

1. “Rural management areas” – potential for developing an alternative to the
Active Management Area or Irrigation Non-Expansion Area structures that
could meet the water management needs of certain parts of the state

2. Water adequacy requirements
3. Well spacing / well impact requirements
4. Groundwater transportation basins: Harquahala INA, Butler Valley, McMullen
Valley

18
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II.

Data needs, understanding impacts, enabling planning, and identifying
areas of concern

III.

Best management practices (BMPs) and education

IV.

Well monitoring or measurement and reporting

A full listing of the topics identified for discussion is available on the Council’s page on
the ADWR website at azwater.gov/gwaicc.

M
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July 23, 2019

•
•

Define goals / committee objectives
Potential topics for consideration to address groundwater issues

September 23, 2019

•
•

Status of groundwater, groundwater modeling
BMPs

November 14, 2019

•
•

Prioritization of discussion topics
BMPs

February 7, 2020

•
•

Available data, sufficiency, gaps
Refining and prioritizing discussion topics

Council and committee agendas, materials, presentations, recordings, and summaries
can be viewed on the Council’s page on the ADWR website at azwater.gov/gwaicc.
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GROUNDWATER CONSERVATION GRANT
In January 2019, $2 million was appropriated by SB 1227 from the State General
Fund to the augmentation and conservation assistance fund in ADWR for the
purpose of providing monies for conservation grants to support groundwater
conservation in the Active Management Areas (AMAs). These grants are referred
to as Groundwater Conservation Grants.
The Council will assess the long-term impacts of conservation projects funded with
this Grant, and the assessment will be included in the Council’s annual report,
per Executive Order 2019-02. That process will occur after implementation of the
projects and (projected) groundwater savings are determined.
The process for distributing Groundwater Conservation Grants is being administered
by ADWR’s Water Management Assistant Program (WMAP). The WMAP has provided
financial and technical resources to assist water users in the development and
implementation of conservation projects and programs that assist in achieving the
efficient use of supplies and help the AMAs meet their water management goals
since 1990. Details of current and past WMAP funded projects are available at
azwater.gov/ama/wmap.
Monies available for Groundwater Conservation Grants will be tracked separately
from the general WMAP monies, which are generated by groundwater withdrawal
fees. In order to successfully administer the WMAP activities, including Groundwater
Conservation Grants, ADWR hired a full-time WMAP Coordinator to develop and
oversee the Grant process, applications, contracts and communication between
ADWR and grantees.
Groundwater Conservation Grants may be awarded to projects that demonstrate
the ability to conserve groundwater either directly or indirectly and that are located
within one of the five AMAs. The money is divided among the AMAs on a per-capita
basis, with the amount of $150,000 allocated for grants in each of the three smaller
AMAs:
Phoenix AMA: $1,245,000

Tucson AMA: $305,000

Santa Cruz AMA: $150,000

Prescott AMA: $150,000

Pinal AMA: $150,000

G R A N T PR O CE SS A ND SCHE DUL E
ADWR released the Notice of Funding Opportunity for the grant December 2, 2019.
The final date to submit applications was 5:00 p.m., February 14, 2020. ADWR
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received 38 grant applications covering a variety of groundwater conservation
topics. The selection of projects will be made by the ADWR Director after receiving
funding recommendations from the respective Groundwater Users Advisory
Councils (GUACs). The Director’s decision was originally anticipated by the end of
May 2020 but will be delayed until the GUAC meetings, postponed due to COVID-19,
are held.
Grant information and applications to the Groundwater Conservation Grant, as well
as the list of projects awarded funding, once available, will be posted on ADWR’s
website at azwater.gov/ama/wmap.
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APPENDIX

GOVERNOR’S EXECUTIVE ORDER 2019-02
RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE GOVERNOR’S WATER AUGMENTATION, INNOVATION,
AND CONSERVATION COUNCIL (SUPERSEDES AND RESCINDS EXECUTIVE ORDER 2015-13)

Whereas, in January of 2014, the Arizona Department of Water Resources released “Arizona’s Next
Century: A Strategic Vision for Water Supply Sustainability” (Strategic Vision) that identified key
priorities, timelines and action items to maintain sustainable water supplies for Arizona into its next
century;
Whereas, the Strategic Vision divided the state into twenty-two planning areas and analyzed the
water demands and supplies for each and identified strategies for meeting water demands into the
future;
Whereas, Arizona Governor Janice K. Brewer established the Governor’s Council on Water Supply
Sustainability on November 4, 2014 that published an Initial Report on December 31, 2014;
Whereas, the Initial Report recommended that working groups be formed to develop, evaluate and
prioritize recommendations and potential partnerships regarding water supply augmentation and
water supply infrastructure needs;
Whereas, on October 5, 2015, I, Governor Douglas A. Ducey announced a Water Initiative to
implement the Strategic Vision and address the recommendations of the Initial Report through two
tracks to insure the certainty of Arizona’s water supply into the future.
Whereas, sustainable water supplies are essential to the economic vitality and quality of life for
Arizona and its citizens;
Whereas, the proactive measures taken by the State of Arizona have resulted in a current state of
resiliency with respect to its water supplies;
Whereas, it is important for the work of the Governor’s Water Initiative to be continued and
expanded upon through the creation of a new Council with a long-term focus on water augmentation,
innovation, and conservation; and
Whereas, given the importance of sustainable water supplies to Arizona and policy decisions that
must be made, members of the Arizona Legislature should serve on the Council in addition to
individuals appointed by the Governor.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Douglas A. Ducey, Governor of the State of Arizona, by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the State of Arizona, hereby order as follows:

1.
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The Governor’s Water Augmentation Council is hereby dissolved and the Governor’s
Water Augmentation, Innovation, and Conservation Council (Council) shall be created
to analyze and recommend opportunities for water augmentation, innovation, and
conservation.

2.

The Council shall continue the work of the Governor’s Water Initiative to investigate
long-term water augmentation strategies for the state. In addition, the Council shall
investigate strategies for water innovation and conservation.

3.

The Council shall assess the long-term impacts of conservation projects funded
with monies from the augmentation and conservation assistance fund established
pursuant to A.R.S. § 45-615(1) and report on those impacts in its annual report
required under paragraph 11 of this Executive Order.

4.

The Council shall meet quarterly.

5.

The Council shall consist of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the President
of the Senate, House Minority Leader and Senate Minority Leader or their legislative
designees. The Council shall additionally consist of individuals appointed by the
Governor who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor. Organizations currently
represented on the Governor’s Water Augmentation Council shall continue to serve
on the Council, and members representing those organizations may continue to serve
without the need for new appointment.

6.

The director of the Arizona Department of Water Resources shall serve as the Chair
of the Council.

7.

The Arizona Department of Water Resources shall provide staffing and technical
support to the Council.

8.

The Council shall consider the need to create additional working groups and, if
formed, Council members shall serve on working groups that may also include nonCouncil members.

9.

The Council shall consider a communication plan for the State to accurately convey
the status of its water supply resiliency and its efforts to maintain that status moving
forward.

10.

The Council shall prepare an annual report and submit it to the Speaker of the House
of Representatives, the President of the Senate, House Minority Leader and Senate
Minority Leader and the Governor by July 1, 2020 and by July 1 every year thereafter.

11.

The annual report shall describe the activities and the recommendations of the
Council.

12.

Executive Order 2015-13 is hereby superseded by this Order and Executive Order
2015-13 is rescinded.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused to be
affixed the Great Seal of the State of Arizona.

GOVERNOR
DONE at the Capitol in Phoenix on this 31st day of January in the year Two
Thousand and Nineteen and of the Independence of the United States of America
the Two Hundred and Forty-Third.
ATTEST:
Secretary of State
Annual Report 2020
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